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Rice Warner executive director Michael Rice says the
government’s test should be torn up and rewritten. PHOTO:
LOUISE KENNERLEY

Superannuation funds could game
performance tests: actuary
Michael Roddan

Laggard superannuation funds would
be able to ‘‘game’’ the federal
government’s new MySuper
performance tests by revaluing
unlisted assets or lying about
strategic asset allocation, says
Australia’s top actuary, Michael Rice.

Mr Rice, the executive director of
consultancy Rice Warner, said the
government should replace its new
annual performance tests with a
simpler policy that would punish
funds that failed to deliver a stated
percentage return above inflation,
such as CPI plus 5 per cent, over a
period of time.

The government’s test as proposed by
Treasury is based on a methodology that would benchmark funds in each asset class against a
basket of 12 indices, with assumptions made on fees. Funds would need to be within 0.5 per cent of
the benchmark to pass the test.

The government’s test would have super funds barred from accepting new members should they
fail twice consecutively.

‘‘No one is objecting to weeding out underperforming funds,’’ Mr Rice said. ‘‘I just don’t know
whether this is the best way to go about it.’’

Mr Rice said the government’s proposals could be easily gamed if a fund overstated its strategic
allocation to cash, for instance. By telling members and regulators it would hold a large share of its
assets in a stable investment such as cash, while in reality holding far less cash – or none – a fund
would appear to the government’s test to be outperforming its benchmarks consistently, regardless
of actual performance.

The $44 billion industry superannuation fund Hostplus courted controversy last year after it was
revealed its flagship MySuper product had a whopping 93 per cent allocation to growth assets,
compared to other funds with growth asset allocations of between 60 per cent and 80 per cent.
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Mr Rice also said super funds could skirt around the test by taking lower valuations on unlisted
assets only to revalue them upwards when required to meet performance hurdles.

‘‘This is a form of hidden reserves to be used when performance is lagging,’’ he said.

In the case of Aware Super, formerly known as First State Super, the fund removed an
underperforming unlisted asset – financial advice business State-Plus – from its investment
performance through a byzantine series of related party transactions that involved a promissory
note being substituted for the ailing business.

Mr Rice said this had the effect of plastering over what could be as much as a $1 billion write-off.

He also said the plan to block recalcitrant funds from accepting new members should they fail the
performance test two years in a row would amount to a ‘‘run on the fund’’ and be a huge headache
for members defaulted into these funds through clauses in enterprise bargaining agreements.

‘‘That could be a huge dislocation in the market,’’ he said.

Funds expected to fall afoul of the government’s new test include Westpac’s BT Super, BUSSQ,
AMP’s superannuation offerings, Rest Super, TWU Super and Maritime Super, among two dozen or
so offerings.

The Australian Institute of Superannuation Trustees has also written to Treasury warning that
closing a fund to new members risked ‘‘making outcomes worse for remaining members in those
products’’ and the plan went against the Productivity Commission recommendation that the
prudential regulator should transfer members ‘‘to a better fund’’.

The AIST also urged Treasury to ensure investment performance benchmarks reflected the
underlying investments of funds.


